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Color Made Easy
No-Fail Color Schemes, Quick Touches,
and 32 Perfect Paint Picks

Fork-Tender,
Family-Pleasing
Roasts
Early Blooms
for Indoors
Valentines to
Make & Share
3 Smart Ways
to Budget Better
$3.99
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Frappé
6003-1B

A medium-tone neutral is good for pieces
that need staying
power. valspar.com

Ice Rink Blue
4007-5A

This grayed blue
is a sophisticated
backdrop that won’t
scream for attention.
valspar.com

Safari Beige
6006-2B

Chocolate brown
adds heft to an airy
palette. In small
shots—in curtains,
chair legs, a frame—it
won’t eat up light.
valspar.com

Seaside Neutrals

“Beachy” and “spa” are words
Washington, D.C., designer Liz Levin
hears time and again from clients wanting
to redo their rooms. So she married the
two into one relaxing palette. A pale blue,
her starting point, offers spa-inspired
lightness and crispness, yet still has the
watery hue associated with the beach.
Driftwood, which can look gray, silver, or
brown, warms the cool blue and white.
The airy palette is a twist on the heavier
brown-and-blue schemes popular recently.
“This is the room equivalent of a breath of
fresh air,” Liz says.
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Dove White
7002-7
Brightens
trim without
looking cold.
valspar.com
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A little luster
Glossy paint helps
crown molding get
noticed. A little
shine goes a long
way; save it for trim
or one painted piece
of furniture such
as a sideboard or
end table.

Liz’s Palette
Pointers
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“Think of wood pieces—tables, chair
legs, picture frames—as having a color.
They can read as light, medium, or
dark depending on the finish, so you
can’t ignore them.”

For buying information see page 202.
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Determine your style.
“Do you want the
room to be modern or
traditional, calming
or energizing?” Liz
asks. The answers
will steer you toward
inspiration pieces—
a graphic rug, for
example—that can
set the tone for how
colors will mingle.
Categorize colors
as light, medium, or
dark. “Your palette
should have some
in each category,”
Liz says. “A fail-safe
option is to keep
large items, such as a
sofa, in the medium
range and then punch
things up with light
and dark accents.”
Choose paint colors
last. “Paint should tie
everything together,
not be the thing that
defines the room,” Liz
says. “I usually like
walls to be the softest
element so they don’t
scream at you—plus
that’s the safest way
to not make
a mistake.” !
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